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	Leverage the features of NetScaler VPX™ to optimize and deploy responsive web services and applications on multiple virtualization platforms


	Overview

	
		Learn how to design, set up, and deploy Netscaler VPX in a virtual environment to make all your Web applications faster and secure
	
		Harness the power and efficiencies of off-the-shelf hardware and their virtualized, dynamic datacenters
	
		Step-by-step instructions showing you how to implement different features using sample scenarios and real-world examples



	In Detail


	With a larger demand for responsive websites and availability of services, the IT domain is faced with an ever-rising need for services that are optimized for speed. NetScaler VPX™ is a software-based virtual appliance providing users with the comprehensive NetScaler feature set. Implementing apps and cloud-based services is much easier with its increased service performance, and integrated security.


	Starting off with the basics, this book will give you an insight on all the features NetScaler VPX™ has to offer. You will learn how to set it up and configure it in a virtual environment and will also discover how to integrate it with an existing Citrix infrastructure. Next, you will venture into other topics such as load balancing Microsoft and Citrix solutions, configuring different forms of high availability Global Server Load Balancing (GSLB), and will learn how to troubleshoot and analyze data using its extensive array of features. Finally, you will learn how to protect web services using an application firewall.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Configure different VPN solutions and set up an ICA Proxy
	
		Set up load balancing for SharePoint, Exchange, and SQL
	
		Gain more insight into traffic management with NetScaler and Wireshark
	
		Generate and get historical data with NetScaler Insight Center
	
		Design and set up NetScaler VPX;
	
		Protect your web services with an application firewall
	
		Enhance the speed of your web services using caching and compression
	
		Deploy a high availability environment



	Approach


	An easy-to-follow guide with detailed step-by step-instructions on how to implement the different key components in NetScaler, with real-world examples and sample scenarios.
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Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers: A Professional Image Editor's Guide to the Creative use of Photoshop for the Macintosh and PCFocal Press, 2008
Martin Evening's Adobe Photoshop for Photographers titles have become classic reference sources for photographers at all skill levels. Whether you are an accomplished user or just starting out, the Adobe Photoshop CS4 for Photographers book contains a wealth of practical advice, hints and tips to help you achieve professional-looking results. ...
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Know and Understand Centrifugal PumpsElsevier Limited, 2003


	Very few industrial pumps come out of service and go into the

	maintenance shop because the volute casing or impeller split down the

	middle, or because the shaft fractured into four pieces. The majority of

	pumps go into the shop because the bearings or the mechanical seal

	failed.





	Most mechanics spend their time...
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Salesforce.com Secrets of Success: Best Practices for Growth and ProfitabilityPrentice Hall, 2009

	Drive Better Productivity and Increase Saleswith Salesforce.com–Starting Now 


	 


	Discover Real-World Best Practices—Without Paying Expensive Consultants


	 

...
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DarkMarket: Cyberthieves, Cybercops and YouKnopf, 2011

	"This extraordinarily powerful book demonstrates how utterly we lack the shared supranational tools needed to fight cybercrime. Essential reading." --Roberto Saviano, author of Gommorah

	

	The benefits of living in a digital, globalized society are enormous; so too are the dangers. The world has become a...
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Pro PHP Application Performance: Tuning PHP Web Projects for Maximum PerformanceApress, 2010

	Pro PHP Application Performance will help you understand all the technologies and components which play a role in how well your applications run. When seconds can mean the difference between retaining a user and losing a user, it's important for all of us to have optimization as part of our project roadmap. But what components within your...
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Picturing Machines 1400-1700 (Transformations: Studies in the History of Science and Technology)MIT Press, 2004
Technical drawings by the architects and engineers of the Renaissance made use of a range of new methods of graphic representation. These drawingsÐ²Ð‚”among them Leonardo da Vinci's famous drawings of mechanical devicesÐ²Ð‚”have long been studied for their aesthetic qualities and technological ingenuity, but their significance...
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